1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

The outbreak of Coronavirus 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic has lead to a global emergency by affecting nearly 6.4 million people to date. The 2019-nCoV causes the severe acute respiratory syndrome, called as SARS-CoV-2, which infects the respiratory tract of humans ([@bb0010]). There is no known vaccine and anti-viral treatment, primary treatment is based on symptoms and support therapy. CoVs are family of viruses classified into two groups as common human CoVs and other human CoVs. 229E, NL63, OC43, and HKU1 are common human CoVs that pose less threat to humans, whereas, other human CoVs like SARS-CoV, MERS-CoV, and SARS-CoV-2 are evolved from animals and were transmitted to humans which pose a greater threat to humans ([@bb0065]). MERS-CoV, SARS-CoV, and SARS-CoV-2 are zoonotic in nature as they are originated from animals and transmitted to humans.

CoVs can infect only certain cells of the specific host of particular species. Host specificity is the number and identity of host species which are used by parasites (viruses). The molecular basis for host specificity indicates that a surface molecule called viral receptor needs to be located on surface of host for virus to bind. The host specificity of different CoVs not only limits to humans but also for various animals (bats, camels, pigs and dogs). The viruses use host receptors as an entry point to invade human cells and use their machinery to reproduce, such cells are called permissive ([@bb0260]). In humans, Angiotensin-Converting-Enzyme 2 (ACE2) acts as the host receptor for 2019-nCoV, SARS-CoV and NL63 ([@bb0070]), Dipeptidyl Peptidase IV (DPP4) for MERS-CoV ([@bb0125]), Aminopeptidase N (hAPN) for 229E ([@bb0125]), Nacetyl-9-*O*-acetylneuraminic acid (Neu5,9Ac2) for OC43, and O-Acetylated Sialic acid for HKU1 ([@bb0115]). CoVs are positive-stranded DNA (or) RNA genomes present inside a protein shell called Nucleocapsid (N) along with two membrane proteins, namely, Membrane (M), Envelope (E), and one glycoprotein Spike (S) ([@bb0200]). The S protein attaches the virion to the receptor (ACE2) of the host cell by initiating the infection owing to drastic changes ([@bb0130]). It is vulnerable to mutations on the receptor interface to defend the host immunity ([@bb0225]). The E protein forms protein-lipid pores and also acts as a channel for ion transport ([@bb0175]). The Mprotein plays a vital role in enhancing virus RNA transcription and helps in biosynthesis of the virus ([@bb0140]). The N protein is the most stable and conserved multifunctional protein that interacts with M protein during virion assembly and controls the host cells by intoxicating cell machinery ([@bb0135]). DNA viruses use proteins and enzymes of host cell to develop new virus DNA, later that is transcribed to messenger RNA. The viral mRNA controls the host cell to synthesize its proteins and enzymes.

The genetic code defines the relationship between codons and amino acids sequence of the protein. During translation, mRNA is read and decode for proteins that contain a chain of amino acids or polypeptides. The translation process is carried out in three stages initiation, elongation, and termination. Ribosomes and transfer RNA (tRNA) are two molecules play a major role during the translation process. In the initiation stage, ribosomes sit around the mRNA strand and the first tRNA carrying the amino acid and the anti-codon interacts with a start codon (ATG) of the mRNA template to start the translation. During translation elongation, the amino acid chain grows longer as each time a new codon is encountered mRNA binds with matching anti-codon of its cognate tRNA on the A-site of the ribosome. The existing polypeptide chain links onto the amino acid of tRNA on P-site via a chemical reaction. Then mRNA is shifted one codon to make room for new codon to decode. Finally in the termination stage decoding stops when stop codons (TAG, TAA, or TGA) are encountered and finished polypeptide chain is released. Based on the behaviour of antisense molecules, new anti-viral drugs have been discovered ([@bb0215]). Antiviral drugs stall the translation process thereby stopping the protein synthesis of the virus and end its replication.

There are 64 codons (61 codons for decoding and remaining 3 used as stop codons to terminate translation) which code for 20 amino acids in protein synthesis. The translation process has become complicated because more than one codon decodes the same amino acid such codons are referred as synonymous codons. This state of genetic code is indicated as 'degeneracy' of the codons ([@bb0050]). Various studies revealed that the selection of synonymous codons is a non-random procedure ([@bb0160]; [@bb0190]). In translation some codons are preferred over other synonymous codons is known to be 'codon usage bias' or 'codon bias'. Some unknown codons or combination of codons influence the translation rate and efficiency, such codons act as rate-limiting factors. Moreover, it is difficult to comprehend how much difference in translation rate, affects the gene expression ([@bb0015]). Depending upon the species usually, there are 40 to 60 different types of tRNAs with its anti-codon and matching amino acid exists in a cell. The codon usage pattern analysis in various CoVs may provide useful insights in the synonymous codon usage and host-adapted evolutionary process.

The ribosome decodes the 61 codons to 20 amino acids at non-uniform rate is referred as codon optimality ([@bb0055]). It acts as a strong cognitive factor for translation rates, the corresponding genes seems to be have inherent codon bias. The influence of codon optimality on the translation rate remains a topic of potent debate ([@bb0145]). The concern debate, on codon optimality focused much around the influence of codon bias on translation efficiency, protein folding and translation fidelity. More recent studies reveals that the codon optimality became an important determinant of translation elongation rate and mRNA stability ([@bb0165]; [@bb0060]; [@bb0170]). For over two decades, it was assumed that various codons were translated at different rate. It was evident that codon bias could affect the translation elongation speed by the use of a radio-labelled amino acid incorporation assay ([@bb0205]). Sometimes ribosomes are forced to wait for longer duration due to rare cognate tRNA to bind on ribosome A-site. This situation leads to per-codon elongation rate as they are majorly dependent on tRNA pool ([@bb0110]). The overhead of kinetic cost levied to elongation rate for filtering and rejecting the near-cognate tRNA species where the cognate tRNA are scarce ([@bb0040]). The abundance of codon usage and tRNA increase the gene expression along with regulating ribosomal translation speed, protein folding efficiency and gene expression functionalities ([@bb0145]). The recent emerging methods by monitoring translation in real time provides additional evidence for the influence of codon bias on translation elongation rates ([@bb0025]; [@bb0080]).

Codons without corresponding cognate tRNA are known as slow codons of the organism ([@bb0255]). The combination of two consecutive slow codons is called slow dicodons ([@bb0255]). The human genome contains 13 slow codons which have no cognate tRNA genes ([@bb0020]). Ribosomal experiments conducted in many studies show that decoding codons with non-cognate tRNAs and rare tRNAs greatly reduce the translation efficiency ([@bb0045]; [@bb0075]; [@bb0210]). Furthermore, it was reported that the decoding efficiency of a particular codon is influenced by its subsequent codon. Two subsequent slow codons (slow di-codons) reduces translation rate ([@bb0030]; [@bb0035]). Conversely, the low proportions of slow codons and slow di-codons may have rapid rate of translation in the mRNA coding sequences (CDs). Viruses use the human host cell translation machinery for their protein translation. Therefore, host-specific slow codons and slow di-codons proportions in the viral host sequences can be used to anticipate the order of translation rates between various viruses of different genera, serotypes, and strains.

Human CoVs were first recognized in children during 1960 are responsible for upper respiratory tract infections. In 1965 a virus B814 was discovered in adults and later renamed as 229E ([@bb0235]). Later OC43, beta coronavirus was found which spreads over humans and cattle. SARS-CoV first recognized in Guangdong province, China in November 2002. This infectious disease said to report 8000 cases with the death of 800 people according to the report by the World Health Organization (WHO). Thereafter another coronavirus, NL63 was found in 2004 that affect more severe lower respiratory or mild upper respiratory systems mostly common in younger children ([@bb0005]). In 2005 HKU1 was identified as genetically distinct from OC43 and other CoVs ([@bb0095]). MERS-CoV was a zoonotic virus first identified in 2012. Due to MERS-CoV, nearly 35% of infected humans have deceased according to the report of WHO. In December 2019, a novel coronavirus (COVID-19) which is homologous with SARS-CoV has created havoc worldwide infecting 6.4 million people in more than 200 countries till 05-06-2020.

In this study, we analyzed comprehensively various characteristics of seven different CoVs which includes codon usage bias, the ENC, RSCU, proportions of slow codons and slow di-codons, mutation bias, CAI, codon frequencies, and AT1-AT3 and GC1--GC3 count. All these factors influence the translational rate and efficiency. We aim to interpret the codon patterns of these seven CoVs concerning the host relation. The major highlights of this study include:1)The proportions of human slow codons and slow di-codons of 2019-nCoV and SARS-CoV found to be similar and very less compared to the other five coronavirus types, which suggest that the 2019-nCoV has faster protein synthesis rate.2)The zoonotic nature CoVs 2019-nCoV, SARS-CoV, and MERS-CoV has fewer number of negatively biased (average RSCU value \<0.6) codons than four human CoVs, which implies the high translation rate in zoonotic viruses.3)Most of the CoVs isolates and its clusters fall under the standard curve, which strengthen the role of directional mutation pressure and natural selection on codon bias respectively.4)It is observed that all the CoVs have more AT% than GC% in genetic codon compositions. The CAI values of SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV are maximum, so the rate of gene expression is high in these viruses.5)In MERS-CoV and NL63, we observed enormous silent, missense and nonsense mutations whereas in 2019-nCoV there are a little silent mutations and none nonsense mutations.

2. Materials and methods {#s0010}
========================

In this section, we collected datasets and introduced various parameters that influence codon usage bias which helps to compare and analyze different types of CoVs.

2.1. Data collection {#s0015}
--------------------

The segment of the gene (DNA or RNA) that code for protein is a coding sequence. We have collected and analyzed 4143 CDs of seven types of coronavirus that can infect human hosts from the virus pathogen resource (ViPR) ([@bb0155]). The collected CDs are host specific viral infected mRNAs and the details are given in the [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} . The reference genomes and test sequences of various CoVs for evaluating the mutational bias are collected from NCBI. There are 13 human slow codons (ACC, AGT, CAT, CCC, CGC, CTC, GAT, GCC, GGT, GTC, TCC, TGT, TTT) ([@bb0255]). By the combinations of these 13 slow codons, a total of 169 slow di-codons were formed. For example, by combing ACC, AGT, and CAT we can form six slow di-codons ACCAGT, AGTACC, ACCCAT, CATACC, AGTCAT, and CATAGT. Two consecutive slow codons can reduce the translation rate extremely.Table 1Number of coding sequences, its ranges and discovered years of different coronaviruses.Table 1Corona TypeYearNo. of CDsRange(bps)229E196511351--20,292OC4319801130239--21,288SARS-CoV2002186380--21,291NL63200427051--20,190HKU12005238249--21,654MERS-CoV20122742--21,2372019-nCoV2019502107--21,291

2.2. Data analysis parameters {#s0020}
-----------------------------

We consider various parameters that are prominent for analyzing various coronavirus CDs.

### 2.2.1. Relative synonymous codon usage {#s0025}

In most eukaryote (including human) and prokaryote species, for any given amino acid some codons are preferred over other synonymous codons in decoding. Many statistical methods exist to measure such codon bias. Relative synonymous codon usage is a widely used measure introduced ([@bb0185]). For a given amino acid i, consider s~i~ be the number of synonymous codons that decode amino acid i. Let *f* ~*i,j*~ denotes the frequency of synonymous codon j of i^th^ amino acid. Then the RSCU measure for codon j of i is calculated as follows:$$\text{RSCU}_{i,j} = \frac{s_{i} \ast f_{i,j}}{\sum_{j = 1}^{s_{i}}f_{i,j}}$$

RSCU is measured for each amino acid synonymous codon. It ranges between 0 and the number of synonymous codons of particular amino acids. High RSCU values of specific codons indicate that codon plays an important role in protein synthesis.

### 2.2.2. Effective number of codons {#s0030}

Another metric formulated to measure codon usage bias is an effective number of codons ([@bb0245]; [@bb0230]). Depending on the number of synonymous codons, the amino acids are classified into five synonymous codon family (S~cf~) types (1,2,3,4, 6). S~cf~ -type1 has 2 amino acids with one codon choice, S~cf~ -type2 has 9 with 2, type3 has 1 with 3, type4 has 5 with 4 and type6 has 3 with 6 codon choices. For individual S~cf~ of j codons whose actual usage are n~1~, n~2~, ......, n~j~ (j є {1, 2, 3, 4, 6}), and the total usage is n = ∑n~i~, i є1 to m. The frequency usage of codons are p~1~, p~2~, ......, p~j~ (p~i~ = n~i~ /n). Homozygosity of particular S~cf~ can be calculated from the squared codon frequency$$F_{S_{cf}} = \frac{n\sum_{i = 1}^{j}p_{i}^{2} - 1}{n - 1}\ \left( {n \neq 1} \right)$$

Effective number of codons for particular S~cf~ type can be measured as follows:$$N_{S_{cf}} = \frac{1}{F_{S_{cf}}}$$

The effective number of codons is measured by adding contributions from each of the S~cf~ $${ENC} = 2 + 9 \ast Ň_{S_{{cf}2}} + 1 \ast Ň_{S_{{cf}3}} + 5 \ast Ň_{S_{{cf}4}} + 3 \ast Ň_{S_{{cf}6}}$$where Ň~Scfi~ is average homozygosity for synonymous codon family type i, i є{2,3,4,6}. The lower ENC values of CoVs suggest higher gene expression efficiency ([@bb0100]).

### 2.2.3. Proportion of slow codons and slow di-codons {#s0035}

The proportion of human slow codons for a given coronavirus CDs is measured as follows:$$P_{\mathit{sc}} = \sum_{i = 1}^{n}\frac{N_{sc}}{T_{c}}$$

Where N~sc~ is the number of slow codons present in each virus coding sequence. T~c~ represents the total number of codons and n represents the total number of coronavirus CDs.

The proportion of human slow di-codons for a given coronavirus CDs is calculated as follows:$$P_{\mathit{sdc}} = \sum_{i = 1}^{n}\frac{N_{sdc}}{T_{c} - 1}$$where N~sdc~ is the number of slow di-codons present in each virus coding sequence. T~c~ represents the total number of codons and n represents the total number of coronavirus CDs. A virus depends completely on the host cell machinery to replicate by undergoing a vital process of translation. Consequently the proportions of host-specific slow codons and slow di-codons can be considered to predict the order of the viral mRNA protein synthesis rates of various viruses of different genus and strains. Lower the proportions of slow codons and slow di-codons may have fast translation rates in the CoVs CDs.

### 2.2.4. Mutation bias {#s0040}

Mutations can occur randomly but all these mutations are not equally likely. Mutation bias indicates a portion of sequence in which particular type of mutation occur more frequenctly but the exact cause is unknown ([@bb0250]). Transition-Transversion bias is a type of mutational bias. Substitution mutations are classified as transitions and transversions. Based on the structure the nucleotides A, G and C, T are called purines (two-ring) and pyrimidines (one-ring) respectively. The transition mutation occurs due to mutations among purines (A⇔G) and pyrimidines (C⇔T) hence, the mutation involves between similar shape ([@bb0105]). Whereas, in transversions the mutations occur between purine (A, G) and pyrimidine (C, T) bases. Therefore in transversions the mutations involve exchange of bases between one-ring and two-ring structures. The number of possible choices in transversions is relatively higher than transitions even though the transitions are at higher frequency than transversions. Transitions acts as silent substitutions because of the wobble and have no observable effect on the organism\'s phenotype. The transition and transversion mutations may cause a silent mutation if the mRNA codon codes for synonymous codon for the same amino acid, a missense mutation if the mRNA codon generates for a different amino acid, or a nonsense mutation if the mRNA codon produce a stop codon.

### 2.2.5. Codon adaptation index {#s0045}

The most widespread measure, CAI is used to analyze codon usage bias. Unlike other measures, CAI calculates the deviation of a given coding sequence regarding a reference set of protein-coding sequences. Relative adaptiveness (w~i~), for each amino acid in a coding sequence, is computed from a reference coding sequence set.$$w_{i} = \frac{f_{i}}{\max\left( f_{i} \right)}$$where f~i~ is the frequency of the synonymous codon and f~j~ indicates the most frequent synonymous codon of particular amino acid.

CAI of a coding gene is expressed as the geometric mean of the weight corresponding to each codon over the gene sequence of length L ([@bb0085]).$${CAI} = \left( {\prod\limits_{i = 1}^{L}w_{i}} \right)^{\frac{1}{L}}$$

CAI is a quantitative measure used to estimate the level of gene expression by considering the codon usage sequence ([@bb0180]).

### 2.2.6. Codon position-specific parameters {#s0050}

The parameters considered in coding sequences of different coronaviruses to determine codon bias are the frequency composition of G + C base in first (GC1), second (GC2), and third (GC3) positions in codons and the composition of A + T base at AT1, AT2, AT3 positions.

3. Results and discussion {#s0055}
=========================

This section provides a detailed analysis to compare various CoVs relating to different parameters that influence codon usage bias and translation rate.

3.1. RSCU analysis {#s0060}
------------------

The codon usage patterns are peculiar to family, genus and.

even at the species level of viruses. To analyze this specificity, RSCU values for 59 relevant codons that code for 18 essential amino acids (90%) was determined for all the CDs of varied CoVs. The frequency of each codon type is measured by using a codon usage package of sequence manipulation suite ([@bb0220]). Three stop codons TAA, TAG, TGA, and two codons ATG, TGG which uniquely code for methionine and tryptophan amino acids respectively are not included in RSCU analysis. Synonymous codon usage (SCU) bias is a unique trait in many organisms ([@bb0240]) and has been noted in various viruses ([@bb0135]; [@bb0225]; [@bb0255]). As the coronavirus depends on the host cell factory for its duplication, synonymous codon usage bias plays a crucial role in virion assembly and mRNA translation of the virus.

To analyze SCU bias, RSCU is used and its values of 59 relevant codons that possibly show bias in their usage were examined for different coronavirus as listed in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} . Based on the codon usage, the synonymous codon RSCU values are categorized into five groups: i) The RSCU value of 1.0 indicates unbiased codons, it means that particular codon has not shown a sign of bias for that amino acid and codon are chosen equally likely. ii) The synonymous codons whose RSCU value greater than 1.0 indicates that it has positive codon usage bias and are termed as preferred codons. iii) RSCU value less than 1.0 represents that codon has negative usage bias and indicated as less preferred. iv) if the RSCU value is greater than 1.6 the codons are treated as over-preferred, and v) the codons with RSCU values less than 0.6 are treated as under-preferred (Wong et al.,2010).Table 2RSCU values of different types of coronaviruses.Table 2Amino AcidCodon229EHKU1NL63OC43MERS-CoVSAR-COV2019-nCoVAlaGCT**2.1782.3982.3082.2182.0322.0112.022**GCC0.7170.6940.5860.6020.7050.7180.652GCA1.1320.8761.1591.1590.9421.5451.556GCG0.3040.3590.1920.3130.5110.5610.533ArgCGA0.8180.5530.7630.7610.9350.9220.915CGC0.6971.0510.7610.9951.2840.7620.716CGT**1.9732.3082.6952.2092.0921.7971.807**CGG0.5610.5170.4630.5280.8560.3340.3AGA**2.6212.1921.6232.0791.6262.7392.742**AGG0.9090.8571.1721.161.467**1.7751.765**AsnAAC0.6990.3390.5130.4970.6550.8090.807AAT1.37**1.6911.639**1.591.371.2811.274AspGAC0.7780.4930.5770.5020.7960.8950.895GAT1.244**1.677**1.4861.5511.2811.281.289CysTGC0.6890.3610.4350.6410.8270.9930.999TGT1.438**1.7371.768**1.4621.2431.2961.287GlnCAA1.2881.321.3241.1671.1351.3941.384CAG0.8270.7670.7730.8810.8650.6950.694GluGAA1.1951.4111.4021.2371.0051.2861.278GAG0.8710.7160.8690.8791.1070.7330.723GlyGGA0.5420.5770.4880.7410.871.1691.176GGC1.0120.7090.6520.7011.041.4821.491GGT**2.5632.783.1362.4552.1652.0732.077**GGG0.4530.5910.5460.4310.6620.2660.208HisCAT1.518**1.688**1.5841.551.2481.3281.337CAC0.7770.5140.5120.5670.8740.7940.755LeuTTA1.452**2.3791.737**1.4771.2771.3561.341TTG**1.8831.6051.8581.963**1.3221.1841.171CTT**1.753**1.272**1.821**1.47**1.6851.8541.881**CTC0.5160.360.4490.4030.8711.0871.104CTA0.5630.4940.4410.5580.6930.7910.795CTG0.3620.3460.2230.5510.6280.6210.601lleATT**1.7991.7682.1111.7081.667**1.5241.509ATC0.460.3820.3690.3710.7240.750.75ATA0.7881.0440.7441.0210.8561.0731.068LysAAA1.0921.1991.2911.0391.1851.4911.502AAG0.9090.8010.7771.0020.9570.6570.639PheTTT**1.6351.7621.7671.698**1.251.221.22TTC0.5530.3380.3010.3760.7810.8720.866ProCCT**2.2942.3972.5682.0571.9452.1372.151**CCC0.8970.5640.7170.6330.7550.5430.519CCA1.5731.2971.3771.5181.224**1.7821.785**CCG0.5690.4040.2160.4630.3661.0641.06SerTCT**2.2352.2422.4551.8422.0191.9782.003**TCC0.5380.3920.4570.7241.10.8510.851TCA1.3070.9331.1530.9631.39**1.7261.662**TCG0.4110.4170.2440.360.3950.3990.389AGT1.494**2.1192.0372.067**1.3881.5071.503AGC0.70.4390.5270.6550.5920.6620.643ThrACT**1.7432.5152.2421.9362.0521.8921.893**ACC0.5730.5680.5410.7160.7370.5770.565ACA**1.606**1.1191.2871.3021.155**1.7021.714**ACG0.3240.3640.3350.3140.280.6630.658TyrTAT1.461**1.679**1.587**1.628**1.2511.1011.091TAC0.5850.4350.4930.4860.7821.0291.03ValGTT**2.2012.7912.8182.1111.842.0132.021**GTC0.5840.3460.4540.4450.8190.7530.722GTA0.5370.8780.4960.7880.8521.1411.152GTG0.9190.4330.4550.8320.8290.6650.641[^1]

Identified the average RSCU values of eight codons that belongs to seven amino acids GTT (Val), CCT (Pro), GCT (Ala), TCT (Ser), ACT (Thr), GGT (Gly), AGA (Arg), and CGT (Arg) are over-preferred in all CoVs. The amino acids Ser and Ala are under-preferred with TCG, GCG in all CoVs and amino acids Arg, Gly with CGG, GGG are under-preferred in all except MERS-CoV. In both 2019-nCoV and SARS-CoV, have 13 codons CTT (Lue), GTT (Val), TCT (Ser), TCA (Ser), CCT (Pro), CCA (Pro), ACT (Thr), ACA (Thr), GCT (Ala), CGT (Arg), AGA (Arg), AGG (Arg), and GGT (Gly) are over-preferred, which represent the commonality between these two viruses. The strong deficiency of CpG sites are the consequence of almost all the RSCU values \<0.5 of CGN/NCG codons in all CoVs. To avoid congenital immune responses generally RNA viruses maintain CpG suppression. The 2019-nCoV and SARS-CoV have the fewer number (six) of negatively biased codons than other CoVs 229E, HKU1, NL63, and OC43 that have largely negative biased codons 17, 24, 24, and 16 respectively. The 2019-nCoV has 40 preferred codons (0.6 \< average RSCU \<1.6), and 13 over-preferred (average RSCU ≥1.6) which may implies a higher protein synthesis rate.

3.2. Slow codons and slow di-codons analysis {#s0065}
--------------------------------------------

The average proportions of human slow codons and slow dicodons are extracted from 4143 CDs of seven different CoVs as shown in [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"} . Non-repeated slow codon proportion is the ratio between unique slow codons to unique non-slow codons. Repeated slow codon proportion is calculated as in eq. (5). In overlapped slow di-codons, any two consecutive slow codons are paired in a coding sequence and form slow di-codons. Whereas, in non-overlapped slow di-codons, a slow codon that is paired with consecutive slow codon doesn\'t pair with other immediate right consecutive slow codons. The proportion of slow di-codons is calculated using eq. (6). The order of average proportion of repeated slow codons is 2019-nCoV (0.174) \< SARS-CoV (0.176) \< MERS-CoV (0.215) \< 229E (0.220) \< OC43 (0.232) \< HKU1 (0.245) \< NL63 (0.249) and non-overlapped slow di-codons is 2019-nCoV (0.033) \< SARS-CoV (0.034) \< MERS-CoV (0.059) \< 229E (0.062) \< OC43 (0.067) \< HKU1 (0.079) \< NL63 (0.089) as shown in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} . The average proportion order of overlapped slow di-codons are 2019-nCoV (0.027) \< SARS-CoV (0.029) \< 229E (0.049) \< MERS-CoV (0.049) \< OC43 (0.056) \< HKU1 (0.061) \< NL63 (0.071). The proportion of slow codons and slow di-codons is inversely proportional to protein synthesis rate ([@bb0255]). So, the protein translation rates of different CoVs are as shown 2019-nCoV \> SARS-CoV \> MERS-CoV \> 229E \> OC43 \> HKU1 \> NL63. The number of slow codons and slow di-codons are very less in 2019-nCoV that suggest the protein synthesis rate of 2019-nCoV is more than other types of CoVs. The protein synthesis rate is proportional to the rate of virus replication, which indicates the rapid spread of infection in humans.Table 3The average proportions of slow codons and slow di-codons.Table 3Corona TypeNon-repeated Slow Codon ProportionRepeated Slow Codon ProportionNon-overlapped Slow Di-codon ProportionOverlapped Slow\
Di-codon Proportion229E0.2836120.2201180.0620160.049627HKU10.2637110.2455770.079430.061318NL630.2709570.249750.0899250.071582OC430.2699840.232280.0673920.056349MERS-CoV0.2795690.2153580.0598710.049781SARS-CoV0.2376130.1762950.0343710.0290542019-nCoV0.2351170.174250.0331340.027704Fig. 1The average proportions of human slow codons and slow di-codons.Fig. 1

3.3. Analysis of mutational bias in different CoVs {#s0070}
--------------------------------------------------

We performed mutation analysis of three coronavirus (NL63, MERS-CoV, and 2019-nCoV) DNA sequences and examine the transformations of slow codons and non-slow codons due to mutations. A sample of mutations found in the various DNA sequences are shown in [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"} and the complete set of mutations and its analysis can found at the supplementary material. We identified and analyzed transition, transversion, silent, missense, and nonsense mutations at codon level in CDs that reveals the genetic diversity of various CoVs. The mutation rate in 2019-nCoV is very less compare with MERS-CoV and NL63. In 2019-nCoV, we pointed out silent and missense mutations whereas in other two CoVs nonsense mutations are also recognized. In MERS-CoV and NL63 silent mutations are very high compare with 2019-nCoV. The mutation rates in 2019-nCoV DNA strains of human collected from countries like USA, Greece, Brazil, and Srilanka have higher than the China, India, and South Africa. Due to point mutations at codon level the transformation of slow codons to non-slow codons found to be high that may impact the protein synthesis rate. The results provide evidence for genetic diversity and fast evolution of new corona viruses.Table 4Mutations found in various DNA sequences of 2019-nCoV, MERS-CoV, and NL63.Table 4CoV TypeNumber of Transition: Transversion MutationsSilent MutationsMissense MutationsNonsense MutationsCoVs-Strain2019-nCoV1: 1--GTA(11082)➔CTA,\
TAC(28143)➔CAC--CHN/Yunnan-01/2020 MT0499515: 0CTC(18059)➔CTTCCT(17746)➔CTT,\
TAT(17857)➔TGT etc.--USA/WA3- UW1/ 2020 MT1637191: 0--CCT(14407)➔CTT--ZAF/R03006/2020 MT3240623: 0GTT(18125)➔GTCCCT(14407)➔CTT,\
GCT(14785)➔GTT--GRC/10/2020 MT3280322: 2TAC(14804)➔TAT,\
CGT(17246)➔CGCGTA(11082)➔TTA,\
GGT(26143)➔GTT--BRA/SP02cc/2020 MT3502821: 0--CCT(14407)➔CTT--IND/GBRC1/2020 MT3586372: 1--AGT(1396)➔AAT,\
GTA(11082)➔TTA--TWN/CGMH-CGU-05/2020 MT3705182: 3--AGT(1396)➔AAT,\
GTA(11082)➔TTA etc.--LKA/COV38/2020 MT371047MERS-CoV46: 10CTT(776)➔CTG,\
CCC(1832)➔CCA etc.CAT(749)➔CAG,\
ATA(1453)➔ACA etc.--HCoV-EMC MH30620743: 5AGA(3275)➔AGG,\
GTC(12683)➔GTT etc.TGT(541)➔TAT,\
CAT(749)➔CAG etc.--HCoV-EMC MH01321657: 14CCC(1832)➔CCA,\
AGA(3275)➔AGG etc.CAT(749)➔CAG,\
TCG(1381)➔TTG etcCAG(13395)➔TAG,\
GAG(23553)➔TAG etc.HCoV-EMC MH45427257: 14CCC(1832)➔CCA,\
CTG(6285)➔TTGCTA(652)➔CAA,\
CAT(749)➔CAG etc.CAG(13395)➔TAG,\
CAA(29850)➔TAA2366 MH43212057: 14CTG(7554)➔TTG,\
CTC(8501)➔CTTCTA(1903)➔CCA,\
TTG(2773)➔TCG etc.GAG(23553)➔TAG,\
CAA(29850)➔TAA etc.2363 MH395139NL6348: 6TGC(12974)➔TGT,\
GCC(13352)➔GCT etc.ATT(17433)➔GTT,\
TCT(17620)➔TTT etc.GAA(20799)➔TAAHaiti-1/2015 KT26690667: 12TGT(14591)➔TGC,\
CTC(14672)➔CTT etc.TTT(414)➔CTT,\
TAT(2373)➔CAT etc.GAA(20799)➔TAA,\
TTG(21478)➔TAGUF-1/2015 KT38187570: 12GAA(12902)➔GAG,\
TGC(12974)➔TGT etc.CTC(7740)➔TTC,\
CGT(9159)➔TGT etc.GAA(20799)➔TAA,\
TTG(21478)➔TAGUF-2/2015 KU52153557: 14GAA(12902)➔GAG,\
TGC(12974)➔TGTGAA(12902)➔GAG,\
TGC(12974)➔TGT etc.GAA(20799)➔TAA,\
TTG(21478)➔TAGUF-2/2015 KX17950021: 46CTT(16560)➔TTG,\
AAA(16616)➔AAG etc.AGT(13293)➔TGT,\
GAT(14627)➔GAA etc.--UNKNOWNCS124012 CS124012

3.4. ENC vs. GC3 analysis {#s0075}
-------------------------

The ENC regulate the degree of preference of the codons in.

the process of decoding. ENC ranges between 20 and 61 codons and inversely correlated with codon bias. High ENC values indicate that the CDs are highly conserved and represent effective duplication. The ENC value less than or equal to 35 represents strong codon usage bias ([@bb0195]). The ENC value greater than 35 represents slight codon bias because of mutational pressure or nucleotide compositional constraints. The average ENC values of seven types of CoVs are ranged from 38.36--49.55 as shown in the [Table 5](#t0025){ref-type="table"} . This infers that all these CoVs with high ENC values use preferred codons and easily get adapted to the host cell. Generally, the average ENC for codon sequences of viruses are between 38.9 and 58.3 ([@bb0090]).Table 5The average values of different parameters of seven coronaviruses.Table 5Parameter229EHKU1NL63OC43MERS-CoVSARS-COV2019-nCoVENCs44.6339.2638.3645.2449.5643.7543.91GC3s0.3260.2250.2410.2970.3690.3260.322GC2s0.3820.3550.3660.3710.3970.3650.363GC1s0.4510.4140.4550.4550.4840.4560.457AT30.6740.7750.7590.7030.6310.6740.678AT20.6180.6450.6340.6290.6030.6350.637AT10.5490.5860.5450.5450.5160.5440.543

The ENC plots (ENC vs GC3) are constructed to investigate the role of directional mutation pressure on codon usage bias in the genes of seven CoVs. In the ENC-GC3 plot, almost all the points corresponding to the CoVs lies under the standard curve as shown in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} . The SARS-CoV and 2019-nCoV host sequences clustered far below the standard curve stipulating a high codon bias having a notable correlation with gene expression. Most of the CoVs isolates and its clusters fall under the standard curve, which strengthen the role of directional mutation pressure and natural selection on codon bias respectively. The correlation values are from *r* = 0.00002 (MERS-CoV) to 0.743 (HKU1-CoV). The correlation values of HKU1, NL63, SARS-CoV, and 2019-nCoV between ENC and GC3 have a high significance (*P* \< .05) disclosing the impact of mutational bias.Fig. 2ENC plot of seven different coronaviruses representing the relation between GC3s and ENC.Fig. 2

3.5. Codon position specific analysis {#s0080}
-------------------------------------

The following parameters are considered in CDs of different CoVs to determine codon biases. The frequencies of G + C and A + T at various positions of all codons are determined and listed in the [Table 5](#t0025){ref-type="table"}. In all CoVs studied in this work, the composition of G + C and A + T frequency percentage order is GC3 \< GC2 \< GC1 \< AT1 \< AT2 \< AT3. Hence the CoVs have more AT% than the GC%. The genetic codon composition of seven CoVs is shown in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} . 2019-nCoV and SARS-CoV has similar codon compositions, and also HKU1, NL63 have similar codon compositions. The codons AAT, AAA, ACT, ATT, GCT and the slow codons GGT, TTT, GAT have the highest codon compositions. The analysis reveals the novel information that the slow codon composition in 229E, HKU1, NL63, OC43, and MERS-CoV are higher than SARS-CoV, 2019-nCoV. Hence, 2019-nCoV and SARS-CoV have a higher translation rate than other CoVs.Fig. 3Comparison of genetic codon compositions of seven coronaviruses infect human hosts.Fig. 3

3.6. Codon adaptation index analysis {#s0085}
------------------------------------

CAI for each gene of seven CoVs is measured and the minimum, mean, maximum average CAI values are listed in [Table 6](#t0030){ref-type="table"} . The strong correlation exists between the CAI and the level of gene expression ([@bb0180]). Gene expression level has a direct impact on the rate of protein evolution in various organisms ([@bb0150]). The order of the average CAI values are 229E \< NL63 \< HKU1 \< 2019-nCoV \< OC43 \< SARS-CoV \< MERS-CoV. The CAI values for each codon of seven CoVs are calculated and listed in [Table 7](#t0035){ref-type="table"} . The codons AAA, ACA, ATT, AGA, CAA, CCA, GAA, GGA, GTT, TAT, TTT, and TGT have highest CAI value for all seven CoVs. 2019-nCoV and SARS-CoV have similar CAI values in which the codons AAC, AGT, CAC, GAC, GCT, TTA shows highest values.Table 6The minimum, mean, and maximum average CAI values of seven coronaviruses.Table 6Parameter229EHKU1NL63OC43MERS-CoVSARS-COV2019-nCoVMinimum0.3790.3380.3940.4170.4910.4490.511Mean0.6610.6660.6650.6720.6870.6740.670Maximum0.7810.7870.7850.8170.7810.7770.756Table 7The CAI values for each codon of seven coronaviruses.Table 7Codon229EHKU1NL63OC43MERS-CoVSARS-CoV2019-nCOVAAA1111111AAC0.7990.60110.728111AAT110.82910.9850.9990.98AAG0.2960.3770.2450.4630.2150.3150.292ACA1111111ACC0.80.7740.8020.6290.8640.8190.85ACT0.7160.6670.6760.5040.8860.8110.802ACG0.450.3290.3990.3490.4510.240.246ATA0.3530.3430.3490.4030.4370.330.307ATC0.4570.360.3830.3170.4560.4770.477ATT1111111AGA1111111AGC0.8560.7020.7910.8750.9320.8640.881AGT110.8220.8930.9211AGG0.640.4780.7030.5970.5960.4860.488CAA1111111CAC0.84110.7980.983111CAT10.964110.9910.9770.966CAG0.3330.30.2130.4010.2940.3930.382CCA1111111CCC0.7070.4940.6470.7020.8080.6710.717CCT0.7370.6610.7120.8190.8640.9490.941CCG0.4830.3580.3490.4260.4490.3250.339CTA0.4070.1460.1360.220.5790.5030.493CTC0.2860.1180.1410.180.4960.3490.352CTT0.6940.2990.4540.47410.8660.869CTG0.3030.1280.1670.2080.3910.370.361CGA0.3210.1650.2010.1830.3640.150.152CGC0.250.0660.1210.1330.3050.1070.104CGT0.4240.1510.1490.1940.5450.1660.161CGG0.2250.0760.0760.1320.270.1360.135GAA1111111GAC10.4910.670.654111GAT0.8351110.7350.8660.809GAG0.4750.4820.4450.5430.3990.490.495GCA0.97511110.8850.927GCC0.6660.510.6930.6870.5070.6270.681GCT10.6680.9160.9170.7811GCG0.3120.3250.5850.4920.4040.2830.308GTA0.3540.4770.3440.5110.4250.5460.544GTC0.4110.3080.3190.2910.4740.4890.508GTT1111111GTG0.4270.3490.3330.4060.480.5620.558GGA10.76211111GGC0.6610.8110.6880.5880.9240.7710.77GGT0.58310.7880.6430.7530.6440.559GGG0.4930.5380.6790.3650.540.6320.644TAC0.7530.5680.6980.7550.850.9540.956TAT1111111TCA0.9250.958110.8590.8190.809TCC0.4370.5860.5650.5690.6780.4210.426TCT0.8280.7870.8960.8210.8140.8TCG0.2680.3540.3540.3210.310.1890.19TTA0.92110.99910.78611TTC0.4690.3490.4220.3980.7240.5730.578TTT1111111TTG10.88510.8530.720.8630.866TGC0.5860.430.4570.5460.7020.770.777TGT1111111

3.7. CoVs have distinct evolutionary patterns {#s0090}
---------------------------------------------

We constructed phylogenetic tree to analyze the evolutionary relationships among the seven CoVs using the Maximum Likelihood statistical method with Tamura-Nei model, which is implemented in the Mega-X ([@bb0120]). To determine the robustness of the tree nodes, we performed bootstrap analysis with 500 replicates of dataset. The complete host sequences of seven CoVs were put to phylogenetic analysis and generated individual trees along with combined tree. In case of combine tree, two separate clusters were formed where one indicating human CoVs and other represents zoonotic nature CoVs. The combined tree suggests the diversity in various CoVs as shown in [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} . The individual phylogentic trees of different CoVs suggest diversified structures as shown in *supplementary material.* This analysis indicated that 2019-nCoV belongs to beta coronavirus and shares the common ancestor with SARS-CoV.Fig. 4Phylogenetic tree of human host genome sequences of the representative seven coronaviruses.Fig. 4

4. Conclusion and future works {#s0095}
==============================

The protein synthesis rate depends on the selection of synonymous codons (codon usage bias), translation initiation, tRNA availability and ribosome binding. The accurate calculation of codon usage bias is vital to understand the genetic variations and allows comparison among different CoVs. In this study, we evaluated various measures that manifest the importance of codon bias in translation rate. We assessed seven CoVs with various parameters to determine the correlation among them. Analysis of slow codons and slow di-codons proportions states a relation between viral mRNA genes and viral protein synthesis rate in host cells. We have observed the zoonotic nature CoVs (2019-nCoV, SARS-CoV) have great transmission potential and easily adaptable to host cells than human CoVs. The ENC plot, the correlation values of HKU1, NL63, SARSCoV, and 2019-nCoV have a high significance (*P* \< .05) disclosing the impact of mutational bias. The SARS-CoV and 2019-nCoV host sequences clustered far below the standard curve stipulating a high codon bias having a notable correlation with gene expression. Moreover, the mutation rate in 2019-nCoV is very less compare with MERS-CoV and NL63. In 2019-nCoV, we pointed out silent and missense mutations. whereas in other two CoVs nonsense mutations are also recognized. In MERS-CoV and NL63 silent mutations are very high compare with 2019-nCoV. Due to the limitation of data, further investigation and analysis are possible on frame shift mutation rates of SARS-COV-2. Further, deep learning techniques can be used to predict patterns related to the novel coronavirus.
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Appendix A. Supplementary data {#s0100}
==============================

Supplementary materialProtein synthesis rate of various coronavirusesSupplementary material

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at <https://doi.org/10.1016/j.meegid.2020.104432>.

[^1]: bold values represents the over-preferred codons.
